CCAD – Cleveland College of Art & Design.
Cleveland College of Art & Design is the North East’s splash of creative colour which is expanding and
providing state-of-the-art facilities for those students who are serious about a creative career. Their
new facilities offer quality work spaces including individual work bays, flexible studio space, double
height studios for photography, TV or film work. When it comes to architecture CCAD have managed
to mix the old and the new effortlessly. Listed and new bespoke designed buildings cater for a full
range of courses including Production Design, Textiles, Photographic, TV/Film/Theatre Production,
Costume, Graphics, Illustration and Commercial Photography and more. Links to Industry and cultural
partners along with dedicated employability and Enterprise support is putting CCAD at the fore front
of Art and Design. This a place to learn that certainly stands out from the crowd.
Newlandmedia was lucky enough to receive an invite to put forward a proposal and ideas for solutions
into the new facility at Hartlepool. Our approach was to tailor the suggestions with these key areas in
mind; honest straight forward advice, competitive pricing, local support, future proofing incorporated
into the system design and ease of use for the end user. Our systems would be state of the art to
match the building but also within budget and only using what was essential.

The end result is a mix of high quality HD projection facilities throughout the campus, with simplistic
control, signal distribution and cross platform wireless connectivity. 4k Flat screen systems with
hardwired connectivity, signal switching and wireless connectivity is now fully operational in key
teaching rooms. A mixture of mobile 4k flat screen and interactive touch screen solutions enable
technicians to deploy AV to any area within the building which is being utilised for teaching/training
and events. The boardroom boasts a 75” 4K flat screen with what you would expect to see in a
boardroom including audio support along with multiple ways to connect to the system. The success
of this project has lead on to Newlandmedia working with CCAD in other areas including providing
support and relocation installation services throughout the various sites in the region. We really enjoy
working with CCAD, they are a creative forward thinking happy go lucky bunch of people (typical
northerners – the glass is always half full) and we hope to continue working with them for many years
to come.

“An excellent professional service, delivering results on time and within budget. Great forward
thinking solutions for our requirements; both practical and innovative and meeting the demands of a
contemporary art college’s diverse and creative needs.

Audio Visual with Vision…. funky and affordable.”

IT Manager CCAD

